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ABSTRACT 

In order for a software development team to be successful,  cost effective and perform
effectively  the  team  needs  to  coordinate  and  communicate  sufficiently  in  order  to
compensate  for  the obstacles  that  a  distributed team face.  The focus of  this  report  is  to
observe a distributed team as they try to overcome the obstacles that a distributed team face
when it comes to coordination and collaboration. The team is being observed as they try to
overcome  those  obstacles  while  working  on  a  project  for  a  client  in  another  country.
Methods,  processes  and  tools  are  introduced  in  order  for  the  team  to  become  a  self-
organizing distributed team that works agile and effective. With the team being observed
throughout the course of the project and the literature review on the subject, this report will
analyze the team and the methods used in order to come to a conclusion on what enables a
distributed  team  to  become  a  self-organizing  team  that  works  agile  and  effective  in  a
international market.

There  are  obstacles  that  a  distributed  self-organizing  team  face.  With  efficient
communication  methods  and tools  for  coordination  the  team can  become a  strong self-
organizing team that works agile and productive.

Keywords:  Distributed  software  development,  self-organizing  team,  agile,  coordination,
communication
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1 INTRODUCTION

The basis for this report is to observe the work progress of software development in a
small  distributed  team  of  three  developers  on  a  project  for  a  customer  in  a  different
timezone. The main focus is on the coordination of the project in order to effectively work as
a self-organizing team that works agile. What obstacles does a small distributed team face
when it comes to coordinate and collaborate on a software development project.

1.1 PROJECT
The company that was based in USA, referred to as the client,  asked for a website to

showcase their products. The author of this report and two other developers was given the
task to build the website according to the clients specification. 

The purpose of the website  was to give the client  a  platform, to  reach out  with their
products to potential customers. The client needed a platform where they could demonstrate
and showcase the usage of their products in order to better inform the customers about their
products. The content on the website should be editable so that the client could manage and
edit  the  content  themselves.  The  website  should also  provide  the customers  visiting  the
website with a contact page that would hold a contact form and the information needed to
contact the client. In order to protect the part of the website that controlled the content of the
website  they  would  need  a  administration  area  of  the  platform  that  was  protected  by
username and password authentication to keep unauthorized people out.

The author and the other two developers lived in three separate locations in Sweden at the
time of the project. The team had no opportunity to met face-to-face throughout the entire
project.  So  there  were  no  possible  chances  for  meetings  face-to-face.  That  created  a
challenge to organize and coordinate the project. There are many parts of the project that
needed to be managed and distributed among the members of the team in order to stay
productive.

1.2 BACKGROUND FOR REPORT
We live in a world where technology advances and the internet grows larger each year [2].

That creates a possible market for programmers to expand into and find work internationally.
In order for programmers to stay competitive on the growing world wide market it becomes
more and more important to find the perfect balance of expertise, low costs and still remain
productive and deliver a product of high quality to the customer. 

It becomes important to have a good development environment in place for distributed
self-organizing teams in order to work effectively and agile. A base of communications and
effective methods to keep the team members updated on the project in order to work agile
and efficient through out the course of the project as the project progresses and updates. A
way of informing the whole team, what needs to be done, when it needs to be done, who is
working on what and what is done. It requires more coordination in software development
teams when it comes to document and manage task dependencies[1, 4]. The team needs a
place to find information about a task such as the interfaces needed and depended upon in
order to work on the system simultaneously without  waiting for  the dependencies  to  be
implemented, in order to save time. 

A distributed team does not have the same ways of organizing themselves as a traditional
team that  work in the same office space have.  They can not  just  walk over and have a
meeting face to face by a whiteboard. There are obstacles that a distributed team need to
overcome. 
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A scenario could be that a fourth person with a unique expertise might join the team, to
work on a specific feature that is in their field of expertise. That fourth programmer needs
the proper environment system in place for coordination, in order to quickly get into the
project and see what needs to be done and how it should be done in a clear and organized
manner.

1.3 PURPOSE
The  purpose  of  this  report  is  to  closely  observe  and  monitor  a  distributed  software

development team as they work on becoming a self-organizing team that works agile and
effective. Observe how the team faces and overcomes the obstacles that a distributed team
has to overcome in order to work agile and effectively despite being a distributed team.

Out of a competitive business point of view there may be great costs and development
time saved, by setting up a distributed team of experts and get them to work synchronized
and  effectively.  This  may  make  the  team  more  productive  and  competitive.  If  a  self-
organizing distributed software development team can overcome the obstacles associated
with a distributed team and work together in a self-organized way, the team may then be a
very cost effective and competitive team. That may open the doors to a lot more potential
customers around the world [1]. In order for this to work there are obstacles to overcome.

If the client is in a different timezone it could then benefit the communications between
the client and the team if a member of the team worked on the same timezone as the client in
order to respond rapidly during the communications with the client. It could make it easier to
manage the communication with the client.

There is also the possibility to find great expertise abroad that could possibly cut down the
development time and costs significantly.  With a great  distributed software development
environment in place any developer may get involved and start being productive with the
project quicker.

1.4 SCOPE
Included in this study are the methods used to organize all the parts of the project in a

visual and organized way. Such as make it easier for a programmer to see what needs to be
done and what has already been done with the project. The team member should also be able
to see how a certain part of the project needs to be implemented, in case that the part is
depending upon a specific implementation of another part of the project. 

Also the scope will focus on the team members way of communicating and coordinating
regarding  all  the  parts  of  the  application  as  the  project  progresses.  The  communication
between the team and the client is observed and analyzed as part of the coordination of the
project.

The team found tools during the project that were used to try to solve the obstacles and
move the project forward. That gave the author a platform to observe and analyze the team,
the tools and the work progress throughout the lifetime of the project.

Anything else that does not have anything to do directly with the work of the project as a
self-organizing distributed team working on a project are not included in this report.
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2 GOAL

In order to complete a project and deliver a product according to the clients requirements it
is  important  to overcome the obstacles  that  a distributed team face compared to a team
working in the same geographical location, in the same office. Not only to split the project
into smaller less complex parts in order to make them more manageable but also a way for
the team to communicate and coordinate through the project. The team would need to have a
place/tool to see what needs to be done, what has already been done and who is currently
working  on  what?  Other  needs  are  the  communication  channels  and  methods  of
communication in place for regular communications and planning within the team.

The  goal  of  this  study  is  to  observe  and  discover  methods  and  tools  needed  for  a
distributed team to work together in a self-organizing and effective way while collaborating
on a project.

2.1 FOCUS
There are obstacles that a self-organizing distributed team has to overcome compared to a

team working physically together in  the same office.

This report will mainly focus on the coordination part of organizing and structuring the
collaboration of a project for a small distributed team. By overcoming the obstacles, the team
are able to work as a self-organizing, productive and efficient team that is very competitive
on a competitive market. 

There  may  be  great  competitive  aspects  to  gain  from  coordinating  and  organizing  a
distributed team and compete internationally. To be able to take on international customers
opens the door to a lot more potential customers. And by gathering a team of experts in their
fields may cut down your development time and possibly become a more effective team. A
team of highly skilled programmers will most likely get the job done much faster with a high
level of quality. The cost of a developer may variate depending on where in the world they
work  from.  All  these  factors  are  key  factors  when it  comes  to  stay  competitive  on  the
international market.

2.2 QUESTIONS
The purpose of this report is to try to answer the following questions.

1. What type of communications methods are needed in a distributed self-organizing
team of three members?

2. What processes and methods are appropriate to use for a distributed self-organizing
team of three members?

3. What type of tools can assist a  distributed self-organizing team of three members
with their work?
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3 METHOD

This report will focus on three methods of gathering information in order to try to answer
the questions in this report. 

The author will be part of a distributed team of programmers that are working on a project
for a client in a different timezone. While working on the project the author of this report
will  be  observing the  team as  they  encounter  obstacles  and try  to  overcome them with
different methods and tools for communicating and coordination the project. 

Second method to be used in order to answer the questions is by conducting a literature
study.  The purpose of  the  literature  study is  to  analyze and find information that  could
benefit a distributed software development team with their communication and collaboration.
Then compare those to the observations and try to find a connection between the research
and the observations. The goal is to come to a conclusion and try to answer the questions in
this report using the result from the observations and the literature study.

Third and final method is a interview with all the members of the team after the project is
completed. The purpose of the interview is to find out what the team members experience
and thoughts are about the communication, coordination and the tools used in the project.

3.1 OBSERVATION
The author observed a distributed team of three programmers while participating in the

team, as a member of the team. The team worked as a distributed software development team
on a project with a customer in a different timezone. The observations focus on the process
of the team members coordinating and communicating as a self-organizing team that work
agile and efficient. By observing, the author would be able to closely monitor the team and
observe what worked for the team and what did not work so well for the team when it came
to the different obstacles in regards of the communication and coordination of the project.

By participating in the actual project the author was able to closely monitor the team as
they ran into obstacles and were able to observe the team as they took on the challenges of
those  obstacles.  The  observations  was  conducted  by  monitoring  all  of  the  teams
communication channels and by participating in the collaboration of the project as a member
of the team. Observing how the team coordinated and how they would try to overcome the
obstacles that they were faced with.

The  objects  of  my observation  are  the  actual  members  of  the  team,  structures  of  the
environment regarding the coordination, communication and the development process of the
project. By being so close to the team members and the project itself the author was able to
analyze not only the team members and the work itself but also the tools in place for the
development team.

By participating in the team the author was able to relate to the other members of the team.
As a team member the author could get a good objective view of how well the the actual
methods and tools that were used by the team would work in regards of overcoming the
obstacles that they were supposed to overcome. Also being able to observe how the solutions
actually  impacted  on  the  members  of  the  team.  The  observer  also  took  on  the  role  of
handling the communication with the client and were able to get a closer view to observe the
process of getting feedback from the client and coordinate the work to the team.

3.1.1 OBSERVATION REFLECTION
There is always a matter of the observer-expectancy effect when the observer is actually

participating in the event being observed. Meaning that the observer may affect the outcome
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of the study by slightly influence the participants with the observers expectations and affect
the outcome of the observation [15]. 

However in this case the observer had no prior experience or knowledge in working agile
in a self-organizing team. Therefor the observer could not effect the result with any expected
outcome hence the observer did not have any expectations. The observations will be made
from the observers place in the team.

Therefor in this report the observations regarding what methods and tools worked better or
not  and  how it  affected  the  members  of  the  team are  not  effected  by  any expectations
however the observations are made from the authors point of view.

The author is observing at a distance which limits the observations to the tools used and
shared online and the results of the project.

3.2 LITERATURE STUDY
By searching the databases at the library of Blekinge institute of technology the author

found material related to the questions. The research of literature started with searches for
“distributed software development”. The top three results where a great match for the base of
the literature study to get started on trying to find answers for the questions.

Based on the findings from the initial search and the results collected and analyzed the
next step would be to find more information regarding agile software development. Therefor
the search continued using the same databases as the previous search using the next search
term: “agile software development”.

While going through the material on agile development and how to work in a agile way it
became clear that agile methods work using iterative and incremental design methods for
development. Therefor the next search term that was used in the database was “incremental
development”.  References  were  found by  going  through the  results  and  analyze  the  the
search results.

Next search criteria that was used was “Kanban” and the search was conducted on the
internet by going through the search results on the search term “Kanban” on Wikipedia and
follow the references in the search result. With references found on the matter the next step
would be to search the databases at Blekinge institute of technology in order to find the
referenced work in its full context, to study the complete work.

The research on version control with Git was started by query the databases of  Blekinge
institute of technology. The search criteria used to find the book that was referenced was
“version control with git”. The first result that was found was the book by Jon Loeliger. Jon
Loeligers book became the base for the literature study on Git.

Communication  plays  a  central  role  in  the  collaboration  within  a  distributed  team[1].
Therefor a search on Google Scholar using the search criteria “video vs text communication”
was performed and the results were the basis for the literature study on the matter of the
communication part of this report.

3.3 INTERVIEW
A interview was performed with all three members of the team. By using Google Forms

the author of this report gave each of the member of the team the same ten questions to
answer. These questions were distributed to the team after the project was completed.

The purpose of the interview was to get the experience and reflections from the team
members regarding the communication, coordination and the tools used for the project in
order to compare to the observations made by the author.

The following ten questions were sent to every member of the team:
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Questions

Was communication important for the project? If so why?

What was your experience of text messages using Gitter.im during the project?

What was your experience of video conference using Google Hangout during the project?

What was the benefits of using video conference compared to text messages?

Did video conference contribute to team building? If so in what way?

Did the trust level in the team increase faster using Google Hangout, compared to text 
messages alone?

When did you feel that the team started to work and coordinate effectively together as a 
team?

What was your experience of kanban board using Trello during the project?

How did Trello, the Kanban board, benefit the team and the project?

How did Trello, the kanban board contribute to the coordination of the project?

Table 3.1 – Questions for the team members.
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4 LITERATURE REVIEW

The references found on the subject of distributed software development all conclude that
there are some obstacles that a distributed software development team face such as means of
communication and coordination[1, 4] as stated in this section. They propose a Agile type of
development process with shorter sprints in order to stay productive and moving forward[4].

4.1 COMMUNICATION
Communication  plays  an  important  role  in  the  coordination  of  a  distributed  software

team[1, 4]. 

It  is  important  to  build  trust  and  form  relationships  in  any  team  in  order  to  work
effectively together and share information together even though it is harder to build trust
online as opposed to face-to-face[14]. 

Jutta Eckstein mentions in her book [3] that experts say that fundamental methods in agile
development  will  not  work  in  distributed  teams  due  to  the  great  need  for  extensive
communication. She quotes S. Sakthivel who says:

“Due to their high task dependencies and required face-to-face interaction with
users during their iterative analysis, design, and trial stages, they are not 
suitable for mid- and large-size offshore projects.”

Jutta Eckstein mentions that face-to-face is one of the best ways to communicate and share
information such as requirements and goals for the team. She mentions the importance of
building trust for distributed teams and that the success of a global scale agile development
depends on the ability to establish strong communications in order to collaborate and build
trust successfully. Jutta Eckstein quotes E. Carmel in her book:

“Creating an effective global team from multiple sites involves several key 
success factors: building trust, encouraging open communication, building 
personal relationships, and bridging cultural differences.”

4.1.1 DAYTRADER GAME
There was a social dilemma game called Daytrader that was conducted and written about

in  the  article  “Effects  of  four  computer-mediated  communications  channels  on  trust
development”[14]. The teams would have to work together in order to succeed and they
could only communicate using following methods: face-to-face meetings, high-quality video
conference, three-way phone conference and text chat  that was conducted. In the article it
was mentioned that teams who only communicated using text messages performed the worst
compared to the other methods. The team using text messages had a more difficult  time
establishing  trust  compared  to  the  other  methods.  Both  video  conference  and  audio
conference performed just as good as face-to-face even though the situation was a little more
complicated since the trust took longer to achieve and it was more fragile compared to face-
to-face.

4.2 COORDINATION
Based on the literature study it was discovered that it is important for programmers in a

distributed team to coordinate  their work because the work is carried out simultaneously by
multiple individuals and then integrated into one product[1, 4]. The study shows that it is
important to have a system in place that explains different tasks and their dependencies in
order for the team to simultaneously work on different features. The team needs a way to
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have a overview of the project and have it organized in smaller sprints and work in a agile
way with regular meetings and ways to communicate on different tasks.  

In order to handle the complex part of a project it is important to break it down in smaller
parts that can be worked on and integrated more frequent in order to avoid unnecessary faults
in the code. Most modern software projects follow a incremental development strategy to
cope with breaking down the system in smaller parts[4].  Hao Xia, Milind Dawande, Vijay
Mookerjee quote Cockburn in their work[4]: 

“Most modern software projects follow an incremental development strategy, 
where the system is broken down into smaller parts that are scheduled to be 
developed over time and integrated when completed”.

Software development teams that work using a agile method have self-organization as one
of the important concept in regards of how the team would organize themselves[5].

4.2.1 COORDINATION THEORY
Coordination  theory  is  defined  in  the  article  “Team  Knowledge  and  Coordination  in

Geographically Distributed Software Development”[1] as:

 “Coordination theory defines coordination as the management of 
dependencies among task activities.”

Espinosa, Slaughter,  Kraut,  and Herbsleb write in their work that when different team
members work on different parts of the system it needs to be well coordinated and that can
be achieved by either team communication, specifications, and configuration management.
They also mention that the right mix of coordination mechanisms makes a software team
more productive. In competitive markets the right mix of coordination is critical. Espinosa,
Slaughter,  Kraut,  and  Herbsleb  also  mention  that  it’s  important  for  team  members  to
coordinate “by feedback” or “organically” through communications. 

There are other factors mentioned in the work by Espinosa, Slaughter, Kraut, and Herbsleb
besides  the  traditional  processes  that  are  important  in  regards  of  coordination  such  as
cognitive factors that influence how teams coordinate. Example of cognitive factors are the
teams awareness of who has done what recently, teams common ground and knowledge.
When team members interact with each other they gain knowledge about the team and the
task which implicitly helps them coordinate.

4.2.2 AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
The definition of “agile” is according to the oxford dictionary[10]:

“Relating to or denoting a method of project management, used especially for 
software development, that is characterized by the division of tasks into short 
phases of work and frequent reassessment and adaptation of plans.”

“agile methods replace high-level design with frequent redesign”

According to the 12 principles of the Agile Manifesto[6] one of the core concepts of agile
software development is self-organizing teams and that the best architectures, requirements
and designs unfold from self-organizing teams. The manifesto also mentions that the most
efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development team is
by face-to-face conversations. 

Jutta Eckstein[3] comments on the different principals of the Agile Manifesto. The very
first value in the Agile Manifesto states: “Individuals and interactions over processes and
tools”. The processes in this first value also includes the agile development as a process. She
mentions that the team must ensure that the development process must support their needs in
the  best  way  possible  and  by  using  the  manifestos  principles  as  a  guide  to  adjust  the
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development process to best support their needs. Its the members of the team and how well
the members of the team collaborates that determines the success or failure of the project. 

Value number four in the Agile Manifesto “Responding to change over following a plan.”
advocates for the importance of being able to react to changes. Whether it is requirement
changes or lessons that both the customer and the project team learn over time and want to
incorporate  into  the  project.  Rather  than  sticking  to  an  inappropriate  or  obsolete  plan
according to Jutta Eckstein. .

One of the twelve principles of the agile manifesto states:

 “Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of 
months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.” 

Jutta Eckstein mentions that the agile development process is based on breaking down the
project in smaller deliverable parts. 

When working on a agile project the goal is not only to deliver a product at the end of the
projects lifetime, the deadline, but also deliver parts of the project early and more regularly.
For that the project must be divided into development cycles. A bigger cycle is called a
release and within that cycle there are smaller cycles that organize the work into smaller
functionalities. These smaller cycles are called an iteration. These releases or iterations all
lead to a delivery or maybe a potentially product ready for shipping.

This  way  of  working  with  delivery  of  iterations  of  a  working  system  and  receiving
feedback from the customer, from testing, and tangible progress, then you have access to the
actual status of the project on a regular basis. When delivering frequently in iterations of one
to four weeks it is easier to encounter if the system doesn’t fully satisfy the customer and
make the necessary changes sooner according to Jutta Eckstein.

4.2.3 SELF-ORGANIZING TEAMS
Ken W. Collier writes in his book[9]: 

“People and teams tend to work in ways that maximize how their performance 
is measured.”

If their performance is measured by the frequent delivery of a working product of high
quality the team will therefor respond in regards to those metrics used for measuring. 

By providing a self-organizing team with the environment to work in, trust and the support
they need in order to succeed that is the basis of a self-organizing team . With the basis in
place the team will  establish their own way of administrating the work. They will  adapt
quickly and respond to the changes of the project. They will identify the shortcomings and
work together to overcome those shortcomings by sharing information and skills without
waiting for orders of what to do next. The responsibility is shared within the team as well as
failure and success according to Ken W. Collier.

4.2.4 INCREMENTAL AND ITERATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Incremental  development  strategies  dates  back  to  the  mid-1950’s[8].  Dr.  Alistair

Cockburn  explains  incremental  and  iterative  development  in  his  article[11]  where  he
explains  how they are  distinctly  different  in  its  purpose and neither  strategy requires  or
implies the other.   Though in practice its  advisable to do both incremental  and iterative
development in different quantities. 

The difference between iterative and incremental is according to Dr. Alistair Cockburn
defined as the following:
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INCREMENTAL DEVELOPMENT
Incremental development is a strategy for staging and scheduling where the different parts

of the system are developed at different times or rates and then once they are completed they
are integrated into the system.

ITERATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Iterative  development  is  a  strategy  for  scheduling  the  rework  in  order  to  revise  and

improve parts of the system in which the time is set aside.

Here is where people make mistake by forgetting to iterate. They do not take into account
the  time  to  learn  what  they  misunderstood  when  the  decision  that  was  made  from the
beginning of what  to build.  By iterate the project,  the project  will  be improved and the
system will be more like what people want it to be. 

4.3 TOOLS
Tools and systems that  can aid in coordinating the software development.

4.3.1 KANBAN
Kanban in software engineering: A systematic mapping study explains the meaning and

the use of Kanban in professional production as the following[12].  Kanban is a Japanese
word that means “card or signboard”. Kanban has been in use, in manufacturing, by Toyota.
Benefits in the manufacturing industry of implementing Kanban are improving workflow,
monitoring  and  controlling  production  process,  responsiveness  to  changes,  improving
capacity utilization, preventing overproduction and reducing production time.

In 2004 it was reported that David Anderson was the first to adopt Kanban with a software
team at Microsoft. 

With the use of physical or virtual boards and cards team members can self-organize by
assigning  tasks  and  complete  tasks  without  the  directions  from  a  manager.  The  cards
visualize the work task and are used to visualize the work flow as the work moves through
different states (Planned, In Progress, Done).

Some simulation studies that were excluded due to their narrow focus of the functionality
of Kanban itself reported that Kanban helped to control and manage workflow effectively
while minimizing lead-time. The reports also showed that by using Kanban the average time
to complete a customer request was reduced according to the study.

4.3.2 VERSION CONTROL WITH GIT
Jon Loeliger has written a book[13] about Git as a version control system where he tells

the history of Git and explains the strengths of Git as mentioned in this section of the report.
Linus Torvald invented Git to support the development of the Linux Kernel. He wanted a
version  control  system  that  would  cover  most  of  the  angles  related  to  distributed
development.  Therefor  it  had  to  allow  for  multiple  developers  in  multiple  locations  to
develop simultaneously in private repositories.

With Git being a distributed revision controlling system it is of great importance that the
system can obtain absolute assurance regarding the integrity of the code that it hasn't been
altered  while  transferred  from  one  developer  to  another.  Git  solves  that  by  using  a
cryptographic hash function to name and identify the objects within its database. The hash
function is called Secure Hash Function (SHA1). However it’s not absolute but in practice it
has proven to be solid enough in regards to trust and integrity for the distributed repositories
of Git. 

By organizing the changes of the code in commits Git provides a complete history of all
the  changes to  every single  file that  is  part  of  the repository.  This makes it  possible to
compare the changes to a specific file from different commits. Commits are used as a base to
diverge from when creating a branch.
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Like many other version control systems Git are able to handle branches where the code
later could be merged together. A branch is explained as a split  from a primal state that
enables the developers to diverge into a branch of their own and simultaneously work on
different parts of the software with the base of the commit that the branch was diverged
from. When the developer is done developing the feature inside the developers individual
branch it is merged into the master branch.
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5 RESULTS

Each team member was given the specification plan for the project from the customer in
order to prepare and start working on ideas on how to approach the project.

However  it  quickly  became  evident  that  the  distributed  team  needed  a  way  of
communicating with each other on a regular basis. A distributed software team does not have
the same opportunity to just meet at the office, face-to-face, and start planning the project.
The team members had never met before and needed a way to introduce each other and get a
feel for each other.

Throughout the project, the author of this report observed the whole team and its members
including the author himself. The purpose of the observations were to see where problems
would arise,  observe  how the  problems was solved and what  solution  worked better  or
worse. 

5.1 THE PROJECT SETUP
In preparations of the project the client had composed a initial letter with the requirements

of the project. The requirements list stated the different pages that was required and how the
client would like the websites layout to be. The front-page was very well documented in
regards of the desired layout. There were no information regarding the techniques of the
project so the team got free hands with deciding what would be the best solution regarding
the techniques for the project.

The development of the website was one part of the project. Other parts of the project
were to install and setup the production server in order to get the website into production
with the requirements needed for running the website. To handle the distribution and testing
of the code the team had to establish a system for the chain of events that started with the
code written by a team member by first pushing it to the projects repository, validate it, send
it  to  a  stage  server  and  then  when  ready,  to  the  production  server.  A  whole  chain  of
continuous integration was implemented.

5.1.1 THE TEAM
 The team consisted of three students, the author of this report included, whom at the time

of the project were studying their last year of a two year distance program(Higher Education
Diploma), called Webprograming,  at Blekinge institute of technology. 

All the members of the team lived in three separate geographical locations in Sweden.
None of the team members had any previous experience in working in a distributed team,
developing a project for a client in another country.

5.1.2 TEAM CHARACTERISTICS
The  three  team  members  had  all  gone  through  the  same  courses  and  gained  similar

knowledge and training when it came to programming languages, techniques and the level of
their programming skills. As a result the team was very in tune with each other based on the
knowledge and experience level. Every team member knew what the others knew and could
relate to each others experiences in programming.

Every  member  of  the  team had gone  through multiple  courses  about  databases  using
MySQL  and  the  scripting  language  PHP.  They  all  had  received  a  good  foundation  in
programming and object oriented programming. The members had previously worked with
frameworks for PHP and therefor felt comfortable with the technical decision to use PHP
and introduce the Laravel framework.
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5.1.3 TECHNIQUES FOR THE PROJECT
As stated there were no requirements regarding what techniques that was required to be

used for this project.

The team analyzed the project specification and decided to go with PHP as a programming
language for the website and MariaDB for the SQL database. The choices in regards of the
techniques came down to the conclusions of the team after discussing the techniques and
how well the techniques would complete the task.

The team brainstormed and looked at the options available when it came to introducing a
PHP framework.  The  conclusion  was  to  go  with  a  framework since  there  was  a  lot  of
functionality already available in the framework in order to get started with a good base for
the project. The team agreed that Laravel would be a good choice that the team would be
comfortable to work with and would be beneficial to the project. 

Neither member of the team had any prior experience with Laravel but decided to go with
Laravel  just  for  the  fact  that  it  seemed  like  the  best  choice  for  the  project  based  on
researching the alternatives and balance the pros and cons.

A lot of time was saved by introducing a framework and it also gave the team a model to
work after, by following the code standards given in the framework. One of the benefits of
choosing  a  framework  are  that  frameworks  already  have  defined  design  patterns  and  a
working structure in place that sets the guidelines for the team. Therefor the team was able to
quickly get started with working on the project.

There were frequent communications with the client throughout the project and the team
quickly collaborated and adapted to the clients wishes. Initially the client did not have any
requirements regarding the ability to edit the content themselves. That was something that
was  communicated  in  the  early  development  of  the  project.  The  team however  quickly
adapted and included the feature in the projects plan. In order to keep the client close to the
development the team setup a staging server that the team pushed up their features on so the
client could at anytime go in and review the current working state of the project.

5.2 PROJECT PHASES
This chapter will go through the stages from start to finish in order to get a view of how

the project progressed and developed during the different phases.

5.2.1 PROJECT START
The first step was to confirm the team members and start to mobilize the team. Once the

team  was  confirmed  channels  of  communication  were  established.  The  first  type  of
communications was instant messaging using Gitter.im in a private channel assigned for the
purpose and used throughout the entire course of this project. 

Every team member received the letter from the client stating the requirements of the
project regarding the design, pages required and functionality. This letter did not cover every
angle of the project but it was a good start for the team. The rest would be addressed during
the initial study.

The team would agree on that the author of this paper were to handle the communications
with the client.

5.2.2 INITIAL STUDY
After given the chance to look over the initial letter from the client the team members

would reflect over the letter and the different ways to solve the project.

Through Gitter.im the team would establish a second channel of communications. The
team introduced video conference with Google Hangout. Through video conference the team
would meet and share ideas for the project and collaborate on the project plan.
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During the initial study the team would discuss the alternative techniques for the project
by looking at the pros and cons. The team decided to go with Laravel as a PHP framework
and MariaDB for the database. There were questions regarding the product and the needs of
the client. The client never mentioned anything in regards of a administration area where the
client  could edit  the  content  by themselves.  Also the team needed the client  to  provide
material such as texts and images for all the different pages on the website.

After the team meeting the designated team member (the author of this report) composed a
email with regards of all the questions that the team had come up with for the client. Also in
the  email  the  client  was  asked to  consent  to  the  choices  of  technique and to  provide a
production server that would comply with the requirements based on the teams technical
decision.

5.2.3 PLANS
With  the  approval  of  the  techniques  from  the  client  and  the  confirmation  that  a

administration section was needed for the website it was time to start planning the project.
The team introduced a tool called Trello. Trello is a virtual Kanban board.

During a video conference the team planned and visualized the project plan on the Kanban
board. The project was split up in smaller and more manageable parts that were displayed as
cards on the Kanban board. By creating three columns to-do, in progress and done the team
could start filling the column to-do with smaller tasks/increments, one on each card. 

The team split up the tasks in smaller and less complicated subtasks. On every card there
was specified in detail how the task should be implemented or if it provided any interfaces
that other parts of the system would depend on. This board was used and updated throughout
the project as the project evolved and progressed.

The files received from the client, that was going to be implemented into the website, was
uploaded to Google Drive where all the members of the team would have access to.

5.2.4 IMPLEMENTATION
The team created a repository on GitHub for the purpose of version control the source

code and being able to share the code among the members of the team. Throughout the
project the team would version control the source code with Git. The code would be stored
and shared using the repository on GitHub.

A stage server was setup and made available to the members of the team and the client.
The stage server would hold the latest working commit in order to check the functions of the
website  and  have  a  working  version  online  to  analyze  the  latest  features.  This  made  it
possible  for  the  client  to  follow the  project  and  come  with  feedback  and  comment  on
questions that would arise from the team during the implementation process.

The work flow for a team member would happen in different steps. First step was to pick a
task and move it from “to-do” to “in progress” in Trello and then implement that task. Once
the task was completed and tested locally on a local branch, it would then be merged into
master and pushed to the repository on GitHub. When the code was committed and pushed
to the server on GitHub the CI-chain, that was setup by a team member, would initiate and
run  the  tests  and  validation  tools  to  test  the  quality  of  the  code.  After  the  tests  were
completed the code would be deployed to the stage server by using a deployment script.

The website was implemented with nine different pages that would showcase the products,
contact  information  with  a  contact  form,  front-page  with  a  picture  collage.  The  picture
collage on the front-page was added during the development process as a new requirement
from the client and it was quickly added to the plans of the project and visualized in Trello.
An administration area was implemented in order to manage the content of the website.

The administration area was protected with a login.  Once logged in,  the administrator
could  create  and  manage  users  that  would  have  access  to  the  administration  area.  The
administrator could edit  the content,  such as titles and texts,  on the different  pages. The
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administrator could also upload images and have them linked to the content  where they
needed to be displayed. 

A contact section was added to the administration area where all the messages submitted
by the contact form on the website would be stored and read at a later time. In the same area
the administrator would be able to edit the address information stored in the database that
was used on the website. There were also a page for configuring the information needed in
order to have the messages that were submitted sent as email to a address of choice.

5.2.5 ACCEPTANCE
Once the implementation of the project was completed the client was presented with the

finished result  on the stage server.  Every implementation was in  place according to  the
clients requirements. The client received the user credentials in order to login and fully test
the system. 

The code was validated and checked with tools for validating in order to illustrate the
quality of the code that was produced.

Client responded by saying: “it looked amazing”. 

5.2.6 PRODUCTION
The client replied to the email that was sent earlier asking for a production server. In the

response email there was enclosed the access details to a droplet on digital ocean. The team
setup and configured the production server to the specification of the requirements of the
website. 

The deployment script was also configured in order to handle deploying the website to the
production server.

5.3 OBSERVATIONS
In the following sections observations of the team, its members, methods and tools as the

team faced different obstacles will e discussed. The team consist of three people that work
from three different geographical locations. The observations in this chapter was observed by
the author of this report during the entire course of the project and the observations are from
the authors point of view. 

Every  observation  is  documented  using  the  following  model:  Time,  Context,
Consequences and Solution.

5.3.1 COMMUNICATION
The communication was being observed throughout the entire project in order to see how

well the communication techniques would work for the distributed software development
team.

5.3.1.1 INSTANT MESSAGE
Communication  was  the  first  obstacle  for  the  distributed  team  to  overcome.  While

observing how the team was created and given the task it  became evident that  the team
needed to find some ground of communication. In order to link the team members together
and start working on overcoming the obstacle that a distributed software development team
face when it comes to communication.

Time

This was observed at the very first moment of the project when the team was confirmed
and announced. 

Context

Before the team even got a chance to collaborate together on the project they would have
to overcome the first obstacle that became apparent. The team was announced and ready to
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start  collaborating  on  the  project  but  there  were  so  many  questions  that  needed  to  be
addressed in the team. And the team members all lived in different geographical locations in
Sweden  without  the  chance  of  meetings  face-to-face.  The  team  would  need  a  way  of
communicating in order to collaborate on the project.

The team needed a way to communicate and chat in real time. A place where it would be
possible to go back at a later time and read what has been written previously by any member
of the team. That requires the system to store the messages so even if a team member were
not available at the time, the team member, could go back at a later time and catch up with
what was said. Since the team was distributed and not always working at the same time it
was important that the system was accessible from different types of clients such as mobile
phones and computers.  This was beneficial in order to respond as quick as possible even if
all the members of the team were not in front of a computer.

Consequences

Without  communication  the  team  would  not  be  able  to  overcome  the  obstacle  that
distributed teams face compared to teams working from the same geographical location. It
was  a  critical  moment  because  without  overcoming  this  obstacle  there  would  be  no
collaboration. As a result that would lead to the project not being able to start.

Solution

In order to solve that initial obstacle and work towards becoming a agile, self-organizing
team they would have to establish a channel of communications.

The first lines of communication on the project was made on the chat system Gitter.im
which was used throughout the entire lifespan of the project and became the main channel of
communications. The team created their own private channel and then the team members
would join. Gitter.im was chosen because it was a platform that all the members of the team
knew and have used prior to the project and were comfortable with so the time to get up and
organized was very minimal.

Gitter.im took care of the obstacle of chatting real time with multiple people even though
it was observed that it could get hard to follow the conversation when a lot of messages were
being written and transmitted at the same time. 

With Gitter.im a team member could leave a message and it would be stored on the server.
As soon as a team member would enter the chat the team member would be notified if there
were any unread messages. This chat service also had a app for the cellphone that made it
accessible for team members that were not in front of the computer. This enabled the team to
communicate even if everyone were not in front of a computer.

It was observed that the team was able to collaborate right away using Gitter.im.

5.3.1.2 VIDEO CONFERENCE
Second observation was about the need of a more advance way of communication that

transmitted more information at a faster rate, in order to be more effective. The team needed
to communicate and collaborate more effectively, compared to what was possible through
instant text messages. There was a need to overcome one of the obstacles that is associated
with working from different geographical locations and that is the need of more advanced
communications methods.

Time

Once the team reached the point of the initial study phase, the need of a more advanced
and effective communication increased.
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Context

With the initial means of communication established using text messages there was still a
element of communication that were lacking. Instant text messages would be hard to follow
and got very messy as the conversations got more active in the group. The team needed to
communicate more effectively by transmitting more information during the meetings. There
was a need to be able to talk to each other like a normal conversation where a person would
just speak and it would be easier for the members of the conference to see and listen to the
person speaking compared to just lines of text. 

The team members were  unknown to each other and needed to get to know each other a
little more in order to connect stronger as a team and build up the trust within the team.

Consequences

The team was unable to communicate and elaborate at an efficient rate. Without being able
to communicate faster and more dynamic the team would be more confused. As observed
when multiple people talked and tried to communicate by simple text messages it would tend
to get very messy with all the lines of text and it would be hard to follow the conversation.

It would be a lot harder to plan and collaborate at a satisfactory rate if there were only text
messages available for the team.

Solution

An extra level of  communications were added by introducing an application for video
conference. The team setup a channel for video conference using Google Hangout in hope of
increasing the efficiency in the planning and collaboration of the project.

Google hangout increased the level of communication. It was observed that it was much
more clear to follow the communication in regards of who was saying what and to who
compared  to  just  instant  messages.  The  team was  able  to  collaborate  and enter  a  more
effective discussion and exchange ideas much more effectively at a faster rate. 

The team was also observed getting to know each other better and talked more socially
with each other before and after the main subjects of the meeting had been addressed. This
aided the team in getting to know each other and build up the trust within the team.

Every meeting ended with the summary of what  each team member  was going to do
during the following week, until the next video conference. These weekly video conferences
had a great  part in the effectiveness and performance of the development process of the
project. Throughout the week Gitter.im was used to get in contact with each other in the
team regarding smaller questions that could get answered quickly in Gitter.im.

Video conferences were scheduled once a week and organized through Gitter.im. If a team
member  could  not  make  it  to  the  scheduled  time  then  they  would  leave  a  message  in
Gitter.im and quickly the meeting was rescheduled for a better time. 

During the video conferences the team could quickly checkoff what has been done and
what  is  left  to  do.  Has  anything new come up that  needed to  be discussed? The  video
conference  overcame  the  obstacles  observed  and  the  team  could  collaborate  more
effectively.

5.3.2 COORDINATION
The point of the observations regarding the collaboration and coordination process was to

see what a self-organizing distributed software development team would need in regards of
collaboration and coordination and how well the tools and methods worked for the team.

5.3.2.1 WORK ROLES
With regards of the coordination and collaboration of the project there were observations

made.  There were parts  of  the project  that  required a team member to focus more on a
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specific part of the process that would benefit the coordination process of the project for the
whole team.

Time

At two separate occasions, the team would have to figure out how the work should be
distributed in the team with different work roles.

1. First time was during the initial text message chats in the chatroom at Gitter.im when
the team had to establish a single connection with the client and appoint one team
member to handle the communication with the client.

2. During the initial planning of the project where the project plan was organized and
created.

Context

During the initial  meeting with the  team on Gitter.im and during the planning of  the
project  on Google  Hangout  there  were  observations  made in  regards  of  work roles  that
needed to be established, in order to get the project started and moving forward.

1. The team members were initially introduced and informed about the project. There
were a lot of information that needed to be planned and organized in a project plan.
Questions in the team needed answers from the client. Therefor the team would need
one member of the team to handle the line of communication with the client.

2. As  the  project  planning  progressed  and  the  different  parts  of  the  project  was
addressed it became clear that the project had many different technical tasks that
needed to be completed for the team to collaborate. 

The team needed a staging server and a repository in place for the team to use during
the  collaborations.  Therefor  the  role  of  creating  and  setting  up  the  server  and
repository was needed. That was a job for the team member who were sharing his
server.

Consequences

Without certain roles organized and work delegated within the team it would be very hard
to setup the required environment needed for the team. Without the environment it would be
hard to stay effective and professional with the different tasks that the whole team would
depend upon. 

1. The team and client  would need one  line  of  communication  to  avoid  confusion
between the  client  and  the  team members.  It  would  be  unpractical  to  carry  out
multiple  conversations  between  every  team  member  and  the  client.  The  risk  of
confusion and misunderstanding each other would just increase.

2. Without having a common working area for the development of the project it would
have been very hard to collaborate and share the code within the team and keep track
on the changes of the code. 

Without a staging area it would be hard to perform the functional tests of the website
and make sure all the integration of the different tasks would work together before
production.

The client would have no way of following the project and come with feedback if
there were no working version of the website available for the client. By not keeping
the client  involved throughout the project  could lead to the finished product  not
being what the customer would expect because the client would not have had the
chance to give feedback until the end of the project.
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Without  the  staging  area  it  would  have  been  very  impractical  for  the  team  to
collaborate on the project plan as the plan continuously changed without having a
working version of the website, to navigate through and discuss over.

Solution

The team had to find a way to organize the work and decide on who was going to do what.
Throughout the discussion in regards of what needed to be done, each team member lifted
the  parts  that  they  had  extra  interest  in  working  with  and offered  to  do  so.  Each team
member quickly found a role in the project and the team covered all the angles of the project
as the team discover what needed to be done. 

1. The author of this report offered to handle the communications with the client. The
team members all agreed that the author would handle all the communication with
the client and inform the team with updates from the client. This would ensure that
all  communication was going through one channel  and it  was easier to keep the
information organized.

Every  team member  was given  the chance  to  address  questions  at  the  meetings
before the email was sent to the client. Every team member was added as a recipient
of the emails being transmitted in order to keep everyone aware of what was being
said. There were times when the client would send a email without the other team
members added as recipients. The author would then forward the emails right away
to the rest of the team.

2. One team member offered to make one of his servers available for the team to use as
a staging area and all the team members agreed to the offer. The server was setup
and configured according to the needs of the requirements of the project. The same
team member created a repository on GitHub that all the team members would have
access to and were able to commit and push their changes to.

5.3.2.2 PROJECT PLAN
Observations were made as the team tried to become and work as a self-organizing team.

It was observed that the project needed to be divided into smaller parts in order to distribute
the work of the project among the members of the team.

Time

This was observed initially during the planning of the project and also throughout the
course of the project as the client would come with feedback and changes for the project.

Context

As the team discussed and planned everything related to the project, it became apparent
that the project had many different parts that would take more or less time to complete and
that some parts were a lot more complex. The team needed to find a way to start developing
the system. Many parts of the project depended upon other parts of the project so the team
clearly  needed to  define  a  start  strategy for  the  project.  The  database  structure  and the
structure of the application is a example where it was needed to find a common interface
when multiple parts of the systems needed to communicate with each other.

The team also needed a way of distribute the work, among the members of the team.

Consequences

The project would be to hard to manage and keep track on the progress as one giant task.
The project as a whole consisted of many smaller, larger and more complex parts. It would
be impossible to try to keep everything in the air. The risk of forgetting something and the
risk of team members working on the same thing was considerable.
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Without a plan the team would not know where to start  with the project and how the
different part of the system should communicate with each other. 

It would be impossible to follow the project and have a clear view of where the project
were in regards of the development process. Not being able to know how to implement the
different tasks and how they needed to interact with other parts of the system would lead to
errors in the code.

Solution

The solution was to structure the project into smaller and more manageable parts. Each
task was planned in more detail in regards to how it should be implemented. If there were
any dependencies that needed to be made clear in the plan.

During the video conference the team would dynamically discuss the tasks and collaborate
on  how to implement the different parts of the system. Parts that were not obvious right
away were discussed and reasoned within the team until a consensus was made and added to
the plan.

5.3.3 TOOLS
Tools were introduced during the project to help the team become more organized and

effective.  Throughout the project  it  was observed as the obstacles arise and as the team
worked on overcoming those obstacles by introducing different tools.

5.3.3.1 KANBAN BOARD
This observation was observed during the process of the initial planning of the project

regarding the smaller tasks that needed to be managed.

How could the team, in a clear and visual manner self-organize and display the different
tasks that needed to be done, how it needed to be done and if it depended on other parts of
the system? In order for every team member to follow and contribute to the planning of the
project.

Whenever a team member completed something or had a comment regarding a specific
part of the system the whole team needed a way to be informed and to have a place to find
that information when needed.

Time

During the planning process when the project was divided and defined into smaller tasks.
It was observed that the need of a system like a Kanban board was inevitable.

Context

While the team were planning and defining the different parts of the system it became
evident  that  there  were  too  many  parts  and  too  much  information  regarding  the
implementation of those tasks that it needed to be documented. 

The need of a system that could visually display the different tasks of the project and how
far the team had gotten in the development process. To display what needed to be done, what
is being worked on, by who and last the ability to display when something was done. In other
words a overview of the project.

Consequences

Without a properly documented and accessible plan for the team it would be very hard to
implement the different parts of the system without the increased risk of errors. 

This could be a potential part of the teams development process that could gravely affect
the outcome of the product unless the team could organize and communicate what was going
on within the project effectively. The risk of forgetting or implementing something wrong
was to much of a risk.
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There  was  also  the  risk  of  wasting  time  by  team  members  working  on  the  same
implementation.

Solution

The team acknowledge that the project needed to be split up in smaller parts/increments in
order to make it more manageable and less overwhelming. The different increments needed
to be specified and broken down into smaller increments that could be completed at a weekly
rate  and documented into the  project  plan.  The team needed a way of  adding thoughts,
questions and requirements as the project progressed. A place to comment, collaborate and
inform the team when a change has been made in the development process of the project.

After doing some research of tools like Trello and by discussing within the team regarding
the specific needs in the team the conclusion was that Trello would be sufficient for the
needs of the team. The team decided to use Trello, that is a visual Kanban board, that all the
members of the team could join and contribute to the project plan.

Once the Kanban board was in place it was observed that not only did the team have a
visual representation of the project, it also helped the team with the coordination by giving
the team members the ability to check the board and see what has been done and who is
working on what. Just by checking the Kanban board the team members could catch up with
the latest changes on the project. The team was observed coordinating their work much more
effectively.

When using the Kanban board it was observed that the team worked very agile when it
came to new features being introduced to the project by the client. The team quickly added
the feature into the project plan and began working on it right away.

5.3.3.2 VERSION CONTROL
With a working management system for the project in place and all the plans made it was

time to focus on the programming part of the project. This is where the team ran into another
obstacle that was the target of this observation. How could the team collaborate and work on
the same source code and also ensure that the whole integrity of the projects history and the
code was intact in order to not loose any work? 

How would a team member share the code after completing a task in order to make it
accessible for the rest of the team and also make sure that the code is validated and tested
before being pushed to the staging server?

Time

During the planning process, after the plans where made, the team acknowledged that they
would have to find a way to share and collaborate with the source code.

Context

The team needed a centralized repository where the code would be stored and able to
document  the  changes  of  the  code  and by who.  A place  that  was  accessible  by  all  the
members of the team and where they could share their code within the project. 

When multiple team members develop a software they work on the code locally. Once
they are done with implementing their task locally they would need a way to distribute that
code to the rest of the team. In order for them to receive the latest changes.

Consequences

Without a centralized repository on a server that is accessible by all the members of the
team it would be very impractical to distribute all the changes among each team member
within  the  team.  Without  a  proper  version  control  system  that  is  accessible  by  all  the
members of the team the team member would have to send their changes in the code to every
member of the team themselves.
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It would be very hard to track the changes in the code as there would be no system that
would keep track on the history of the files. How would a team member know for sure that
the code that was on the local computer was up to date with the code base that all the other
team members developed on?

Solution

These obstacles were very essential to overcome. All the members of the team had prior to
this project worked with Git as a version control system in order to track the code and the
branches.  The team agreed upon using Git  and store the source code in a repository on
GitHub.

Each team member would simultaneously work on their own branch while developing a
feature locally. Once it was completed the team member would make sure they were up-to-
date  with  the  latest  commit  from the  remote  master  branch at  GitHub.  When that  was
confirmed the team member would then merge the branch that included the latest work and
merge it into the master branch and then pushed to the remote repository at GitHub. This
instantly gave every team member access to the latest changes in the code.

5.4 COMMUNICATION
Based  on  the  observations  (see  5.3.1)  the  team  introduced  different  means  of

communication such as text messages with Gitter.im and video conference using Google
Hangout.

The literature review showed that communication play an important role for programmers
that work in a distributed team. Not only to share information about the project but also the
importance  of  forming  trust  and  relationships  in  the  team  in  order  to  work  and  share
information more effectively(see 4.1). Gitter.im is a text messaging system that enabled the
team to start communicating.

The “Daytrader game” (see 4.1.1) showed the importance of trust in a team in order to be
successful. It also showed that teams that communicated using audio conference and video
conference performed just as good as face-to-face meetings. This showed the importance of
communication. Video conference performed just as good as face-to-face even though it took
a little longer to build the trust in video conference compared to face-to-face. 

Google Hangout performed very much just as the literature review conclude by providing
means of more effective communication,  as observations show Google Hangout enabled the
team to work more effectively as  if  distance was not  a issue.  It  was also observed that
Google  Hangout  enabled  the  team to  form bonds  faster  than  with  only  the  use  of  text
messages and the trust level increased faster with Google Hangout than compared to using
text messages only.

5.5 COORDINATION
The observations that were made in regards of coordination (see 5.3.2) showed that the

team needed to coordinate the project. The project needed to be managed and distributed
among the members of the team. It was observed that the team solved that by assigning
different work roles within the team. The project contained parts  that were more or less
complicated and would take longer time to complete so the team would break down the
project into smaller and more manageable parts.

The literature review states that coordination is important for programmers that work in a
distributed team when it comes to manage the tasks of the project. When work is performed
simultaneously on different locations it is very important to coordinate the work in order for
the team to stay organized. When working on larger more complex parts of a system it is
helpful to break it down into smaller parts that could be worked on faster and more frequent
in order to avoid unnecessary faults (see 4.2). Which correlates to the decisions made in the
observations of the team.
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The observations that were made in regards to the decision to break down the project into
smaller  tasks  showed  that  the  decision  enabled  the  team  to  develop  simultaneously  on
different  parts  of  the  system and with shorter  delivery cycles.  This  is  confirmed by the
literature review. By working with smaller increments the team members could develop the
different tasks simultaneously or at different times and at different rates. Once a increment is
completed it can then be integrated into the system ( see 4.2.4). Also iteration is important in
order  to  go  back  and improve  parts  of  the  system throughout  the  projects  development
process (see 4.2.4).

The team was observed (see 5.3.3.1) during the initial coordination to have a need for
organizing the different tasks and present the tasks in a visual manner. As a solution the team
implemented a Kanban board as a system for coordinating and managing the project. This
Kanban board that was managed by all the members of the team enabled every team member
to coordinate and add tasks to the project plan which led the team to adapt the agile method
which was observed to be very agile. 

The teams coordination environment was able to quickly adapt to changes and integrate
new features into the project after the clients feedback and that correlates very well with the
literature review on agile development. According to the literature review teams working
agile  should  be able  to  react  to  changes  and incorporate  those  changes into the  project
whether it is requirement changes from the client or any other changes to the project. By
providing the client with working versions of the system throughout the project it is possible
to make changes to the system sooner than at the end of the project (see 4.2.2).

5.6 TOOLS
Different systems and tools were able to aid a software development team in their work as

observed and found during the literature review.

5.6.1 GITTER.IM
The very first observation (see 5.3.1.1) was regarding the teams initial obstacle when it

came to initiate communications. The team needed a system where the team members could
write and send a message that would be made visible to all the members of the team. The
text needed to be sent in real time and also stored on a server in order to make the message
available to all the team members at a later time. The team also needed a message system
that was accessible from different units such as the computer or a mobile phone. This was
needed for team members that were not in front of a computer but still available from their
mobile  phones and therefor  giving them the ability  to  respond quicker  to  the  messages.
Gitter.im took care of the needs regarding the text message that the team needed and were
able to start communicating and coordinating. Gitter.im was however observed to be limited
in the performance as observed (see 5.3.1.2) during the project planning phase where it was
observed  that  Gitter.im  was  not  efficient  enough  when  it  came  to  more  demanding
communications such as a lot of messages being sent at the same time by multiple members
participating in the conversation.

This correlates with the importance of communication in order to coordinate in distributed
teams (see 4.1). With communication it was possible to start coordinating.

5.6.2 GOOGLE HANGOUT
During the observations (see 5.3.1.2) where the team needed a more effective way of

communicating  they  would  implement  video  conference  using  Google  Hangout.  By
introducing video conference with Google Hangout the team was able to communicate and
transfer a lot more information among the members of the team. The team was able to form
bonds and build up the trust a lot faster in the team compared to with text messages alone.

Video conference  gave  the  team members  the  ability  to  see  each  other  as  they  were
coordinating and collaborating making it easier to follow the conversation. Google Hangout
had the ability to display who was speaking by showing the users video on the big display
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section of the application making it easier to follow the conversation as well. The team was
communicating  without  any  problems  or  limitations  compared  to  observations  of  text
messages.

This correlates very well with the social dilemma called “Daytrader” (see 4.1.1) where
video conference teams performed just as good as face-to-face teams. The increase in trust
also  matches  with  the  result  from  the  “Daytrader”  dilemma  where  video  conference
increased the trust to levels of face-to-face teams even if it took a little longer to achieve the
same levels as face-to-face did in less time. Video conference as communication method
built trust a lot better than teams using only text messages.

5.6.3 KANBAN
Observations (see 5.3.3.1) made during the planning process led the team to implement a

virtual Kanban board to the coordination environment. The team needed a tool that could
organize all the smaller tasks in a visual way. Therefor Trello was introduced to the team.
Trello is a virtual Kanban board online that every member of the team had access to and the
ability to make changes to project plan. Trello enabled the team to visualize all the smaller
tasks and give a visual presentation of the status of the project. The team was able to self-
organize by adding tasks. By adding cards with tasks to visualize the workflow it was easy to
follow the work as it moved from “to do” to “doing” to finally “done”. The team member
picked a tasked and moved it from “to do” to “doing” when working on the task. Once the
task was completed it was then moved to “done” on the Kanban board. This was observed to
improved the teams workflow and ability to follow the progress of the project.

This correlates very well with the literature review on the matter of a Kanban board. A
Kanban board is a great system for a team to visually display the projects different tasks.
Here the team members can self-organize and assign tasks and complete task without the
need  of  a  manager(see  4.3.1).  This  improves  the  workflow,  monitoring  and  controlling
production process,  responsiveness to changes,  improving capacity utilization,  preventing
overproduction and reducing production time (see 4.3.1).

5.6.4 VERSION CONTROL
Observation (see 5.3.3.2) in regards of the need of a version control system and a remote

repository was solved by the team, by implementing Git as version control and GitHub for a
remote repository that stored the code and the full history of all of the files in the project.
With Git and GitHub the team was able to simultaneously work on different parts of the
system in their own personal branch. Once the feature was completed and committed the
branch was merged with master and pushed to the remote repository on GitHub. Once the
code was pushed to GitHub it would instantly be made available to the rest of the team
without compromising the integrity of the code. 

According to the literature review Git takes care of all the needs in regards of the code and
version control as observed by the author of this report. The literature review mentions that
Git as a version control system was created to cover most of the facets related to distributed
development. Git enables the team to work from multiple locations simultaneously in private
repositories and then share the source code, using a remote repository, among the members
of the team without compromising the integrity of the code. Git provides the programmer
ability to work in branches and then when a feature is completed and committed it can then
be merged into master and shared to the team (see 4.3.2).

5.7 INTERVIEW
The answers can be found in full in Appendix A.

5.7.1 COMMUNICATION
All three team members concluded that  communication was important  for the project.

Without communication there would be no collaboration since communication was the basis
for distributing the work between the members of the team. The team had not work together
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previous  to  this  project  therefor  communication  was  important  for  the  outcome  of  the
project.

With the use of video conference with Google Hangout the team agreed that  the trust
levels increased faster within the team, compared to the use of text messages alone. One
team member mentioned that chat alone can not replace the conversations when it comes to
building trust.  Video conference contributed to the team building by making it  easier  to
understand subtleties during conversations when you hear the tone of the voice and being
able to look at the person that is speaking. 

According to a team member the video conference offered more flexible communication
and worked a lot  better  for more complex issues. By using video conference a lot  more
information could be transmitted.

5.7.2 COORDINATION
According to the team members it did not take long for the collaboration to start working

within the team. The coordination started to work effectively as soon as the video conference
was introduced and used on a weekly basis. Right after the first video conference the team
was a coordinated team that knew what was required and have an idea of how to get there.
With the use of video conference the discussion was able to flow more freely and issues
resolved faster as the team coordinated.

The use of Trello the kanban board it was easy to see what was done and what needed to
be done and how it was going to be implemented. One team member mentions that Trello
became the cohesive link to both the code and the division of the work.

5.7.3 TOOLS

5.7.3.1 GITTER.IM
Gitter.im  could  be  used  for  most  of  the  basic  questions,  problems,  sharing  links  and

booking meetings. It was a good way of conveying messages that was not time sensitive.
When communication increased on Gitter.im it became hard to follow the conversations.

5.7.3.2 GOOGLE HANGOUT
Google Hangout and video conference was a crucial part when it came to discussing topics

that required more thinking and planning in depth. It enabled the team to discuss and plan
much more effectively. 

Google Hangout helped in team building by contributing to trust levels increasing faster.

5.7.3.3 TRELLO
Trello  was  a  good  complement  to  Git  and  GitHub  and  gave  another  layer  of

communication opportunities as a link between chat and video conference by clarified the
different parts and breakdown of the code. By using the trello the team got a good overview
of the project and the different tasks.

Trello made it easier to collaborate on features by making it easier to follow the progress
and the comments made by other developers on potential issues. By clarifying the different
parts and the breakdown of the code it concretise what was being communicated both in the
chat and during video conferences. Trello gave the team a overview of the project and its
different parts.

With the help of Trello it was possible to see who was working on what in order to avoid
people  working  on  the  same  thing.  The  rest  of  the  team was  able  to  follow the  other
members of the team and what they were working on.
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6 ANALYSIS

The analysis will summarize the observations by the author in comparison to the previous
studies found during the literature study in regards of software development in a small self-
organized team.

The observations in this analysis is referring to the observations made by the author of this
report.

6.1 COMMUNICATION
It is evident that in all team efforts the element of communication plays a large role when

it  comes  to  working  as  a  team (see  5.4).  In  software  development  in  a  self-organizing
distributed team there are obstacles that needs to be overcome in comparison to a software
team that is working in the same office together (see observations in 5.3.1).

During the observations it was noticed that the team could not get themselves organized
without  establishing the channels  of  communications.  The team would need to  establish
means of communication in order to start coordinating the different parts of the project. The
interview with the team members confirm that communication was important for the project
and the collaboration (see 5.7.1).  That  is confirmed by the work of Espinosa, Slaughter,
Kraut, and Herbsleb[1] (see 4.2.1). As they mention in their work regarding a team working
on different parts of the system, the team needs to coordinate well. Coordination could be
done by team communications. The perfect mix between different means of coordination
makes a team more productive.

6.1.1 INSTANT MESSAGE
 When the channels of communication was introduced to the team it was observed by the

author and confirmed by the interview that the team was able to communicate and coordinate
their  work  (see  observations  in  5.3.1.1  and  interview  in  5.7).  Through  the  initial
communication using instant messages with Gitter.im the team was able to start coordinate
themselves and begin to move forward with the project.

Gitter.im covered the basic needs of communication in order to mobilize the team and
initiate the coordination within the team. Especially since the distributed team was working
from different locations. This is confirmed by multiple sources (see 4.2).  By providing a
accessible platform, from both computers and mobile devices the team was able to contact
each other and respond within a very short notice. By being able to respond quickly the team
could avoid wasting a lot of time. Instead the team could focus that time to work fast and
efficient. Resulting in the project progressing.

However the speed of information being communicated felt  a bit  slow and at times. It
would be hard to keep track when multiple people were talking at the same time and it felt
very cluttered as the conversations increased. So there was still a need for a more effective
method of communications.

When the team entered the planning stage it was observed that the team needed a more
effective  way  of  coordinating  (see  5.3.1.2).  The  interview  with  the  team  showed  that
Gitter.im had its limitations and was used for the most basic questions and problems (see
5.7.3.1). As the need for a more advanced form of communication became apparent the team
was  able  to  introduce  other  means  of  communication  (see  5.3.1.1)  by  collaborating  in
Gitter.im. This lead to the introduction of video conference as an ingredient in the perfect
mixture of coordination mechanisms (see 4.2.1) enabling the team to work effectively and
agile (see 4.2.2).  It  was confirmed by the interview with the team that video conference
enabled the team to work more effectively and worked a lot better for more complex issues
( see 5.7.1 and 5.7.3.2).
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6.1.2 VIDEO CONFERENCE
Observations (see 5.3.1.2) and the interview with the team (see 5.7.3.2) shows that the

team were able to collaborate more effectively using video conference as compared to the
simpler  communication  method  using  text  messages.  The  team setup  video  conferences
using Google Hangout that enabled the team to visually see each other and talk to each other
at the same time like if everyone would be sitting in the same room.

As observed the team was able to communicate and share a lot more information during
the video conference (see 5.3.1.2) this was confirmed by the rest of the members of the team
(5.7.1). It would go a lot faster to talk and read into the facial expressions and the voices as
compared to simple lines of text using instant messages. Video conference also aided the
team in the process of building trust and getting to know each other (see interview 5.7.1).
Creating stronger connections between the members of the team and aiding in the cognitive
communications (see 4.1.1). By this time during the video conferences the team members
would lift concerns and ideas on how to complete the project. Questions were asked and
those questions would spark other questions from the team members and then together the
team would find a way to answer the questions together. This is where the brainstorming
really took off.

This correlates very well with the social game “Daytrader” (see 4.1.1) where they mention
that richer communication methods such as video and audio is far superior to the method of
sending text  messages as methods for communication.  They came to the conclusion that
communicating over video and audio performs just as well as communicating face-to-face.
The teams that used video and audio as method of communicating and coordinating were
just as successful as face-to-face and performed a lot better than teams using text messages
as only means of communication.

Video conference enabled the team to overcome the obstacle in regards of communication
(see 5.3.1.2) that  a distributed software development team face compared to a team that
works  together  from  the  same  geographical  location  where  face-to-face  meetings  are
possible. By introducing video conference and supporting the needs of the team it enabled
the team to work effectively and agile, which is on par with the Agile Manifesto[6].

Video worked very well for our small distributed team. But there are limits to how many
people  could effectively participate  in  the  video conference before  the  video conference
would show similar difficulties that text chat displayed earlier on when the communication
increased.  One  can  imagine  it  is  comparable  to  how  it  would  work  in  a  face-to-face
conference room if there would be too many people speaking at the same time.

6.2 COORDINATION
It  became evident during the project and through out of the observations made by the

author  that  communication  is  the  key  factor  in  a  successful  self-organizing  distributed
software  development  team.  The  big  obstacles  regarding  coordination  was  solved  using
organic communications, that corresponds with research found (see section 4.1).

With communication in place the team was eager to get started with collaborating on the
project. As the team started to collaborate and plan the project it was observed (see 5.3.2)
that  the team needed to coordinate their  work and establish certain roles since the work
would be carried out simultaneously by all the members of the team and then integrated into
the project. This needed to be done in a productive and effective way. That correlates with
what was found during the literature study where it explains the importance of coordination
when multiple team members work simultaneously on the same project (4.2). 

The project consisted of more or less complex parts that needed to be coordinated and
distributed  among  the  members  of  the  team.  The  team was  observed  (see  5.3.2.2)  and
confirmed by the interview splitting up the project in smaller more manageable tasks in order
to  make  the  project  less  complex.  This  enabled  the  team to  develop  simultaneously  on
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different tasks and deliver smaller tasks at a faster rate making the team more effective with
less complexity. 

There are also cognitive factors that affect how teams coordinate. It was observed that
once the Kanban board was introduced and it  became easier to view the progress of the
project and the work of the other team members (see 5.3.3.1). The interview with the team
members confirm that it was possible to follow the work and see who was working on what
(see 5.7.3.3).  This helped the team with the coordination  by just making the team more
aware of what was happening in the project, the ability to see what everyone was working on
at  the  moment  (see section 4.1).  Now they could coordinate  better  just  by checking the
Kanban  board  for  any  updates.  Which  correlates  well  with  the  literature  review  that
mentions the smaller parts of a project needs to be coordinated within the team either by
team  communication,  specifications  and  configuration  management.  The  right  mix  of
coordination processes makes a software team more productive (see 4.2.1). 

Once  the  working  environment  was  in  place  with  all  the  tools  and  means  of
communication it was observed (see 5.3.2.1) that the team worked very much like a effective
self-organizing  team  (see  section  4.3).  The  team  established  their  own  methods  of
administrating and coordinating the work in a effective manner. 

The team started working more agile  and that  became clear once the client  asked for
changes to the project. Through observations of the team the author noticed how quickly the
team adapted to the changes of the project with the new requirements (see 5.3.3.2) from the
client.  The  team  quickly  organized  themselves  in  a  video  conference  and  through  the
conversation the new changes were incorporated into the plan and displayed on the Kanban
board.  Everything  happened very  quickly and without  any trouble.  Just  as  the  literature
review mentions that in a agile self-organizing team it is important that the development
process is adjusted to fit the needs of the team (see 4.2.2).

How well the team collaborates will determine the success or failure of the project (see
4.2.2). That correlates very well with the observations, by the author, regarding the needs of
the team (see 5.3). By covering the needs of the team regarding the coordination and the
development process the team could collaborate successfully on the project. 

6.2.1 WORK ROLES
During the initial communication using text messages the team assigned a team member

(the author of this report) who volunteered as the link between the team and the client. The
reason for this link was in to establish a stable and personal connection for the client to
communicate  with the  team on the  project.  Purpose was  to  avoid  confusion and give a
professional impression. This compares very well with what Ken W. Collier mentions in his
book[9].  That  with  the  basis  of  a  environment  to  work  in,  trust  and  support  the  self-
organizing team will find their own ways of administrating the work and find the obstacles
and overcome those together as a team (see 4.2.3).

With video conference in place the team would collaborate at a more effective level (see
5.3.1.2 and interview 5.7.3.2) than by only using the previously method using text messages
(see 4.1.1). This enabled the team to work more dynamically and effectively. During these
meetings the team members were able to express their wishes and desires to what interested
them the most  in regards of the project.  The team began to define different roles in the
project and created a rough plan of the project.

The team had initially established a role of communication with the client. Second role
that was needed in the team was the role of a DevOps (Development and It-Operations). The
team needed to solve some technical tasks in the project in order to collaborate effectively.
The team needed a stage server to run the project on, in order for the team to visually see and
discuss the latest changes in action. That would aid the team throughout the project while the
team collaborated and discussed different parts regarding the website. Another benefit of the
stage server was that it gave the team a database that could be shared within the team while
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developing the project.  Also it  would give the client  a platform to view and come with
feedback through out the project. Just as agile development advocates for (see 4.2.2). The
team needed a repository (see 5.3.4.1) as well in order to share and collaborate with the code
base. The team member who offered to take the role as DevOps setup a server for the team
and created the repository that the whole team had access to. Yet again the team overcame
the obstacles in a self-organizing way (see 4.2.3).

This way of working, where team members interact and define the architectures of the
development process, correlates very much with the Agile Manifesto[6] (see 4.2.2) where it
states: “Individuals and interactions over processes and tools”. Jutta Eckstein[3] mentions
that the team by using the Agile manifesto as a guide must ensure that the needs of the team
in regards of the development process are met.

6.2.2 PROJECT PLAN
As the team discussed and developed a project plan for the project it was observed that the

project needed to be divided into smaller more manageable tasks and divided among the
members of the team (see 5.3.2.2). The project consisted of different parts that were bigger
and more complex, that other parts of the system depended upon and therefor needed to be
split up in less complex and more manageable tasks/increments (see 4.2.4).

By  splitting  the  tasks  into  smaller  parts  it  would  be  easier  for  the  distributed  team
members  to  work  locally  on  their  computers  with  the  smaller  parts  independently  as
observed  (see  5.3.2.2).  Once  the  task  was  completed  according  to  the  required
implementation specification it was then merged into the project. That worked very well and
as intended in a self-organizing team that worked agile.  That correlates very well  in the
literature review on incremental development method (see 4.2.4).

During  the  observations  (see  5.3.2.2)  it  was  noticed  that  it  was  easier  to  follow the
progress  of  the  project  on  a  weekly  basis  when  the  tasks  where  divided  into  weekly
increments and then discussed during the weekly meetings. This also aided in keeping the
project moving forward and keeping the team productive and effective.

 The project plan was a working process throughout the entire project. As the customer
would come with feedback, the team would adjust the project plan to take care of the clients
wishes. Leading the team to also work more iterative (see 4.2.4). Not only add new features
as the client discovered new needs but also go back and fix parts of the project that needed to
be fixed in order to successfully fulfill the needs of the client. This agile way of working and
continuously update  the project  plan and work more iterative  (see  4.2.2)  correlates very
much with the observations (see 5.3.3.1) regarding the teams way of working. 

6.3 TOOLS
This way of working agile and iterative in a self-organizing team was dependent upon

tools that were introduced during the initial planning process.

6.3.1 COMMUNICATION
During the project the teams would use two main communication channels. Text messages

with Gitter.im and Google Hangout for video conferences.

6.3.1.1 GITTER.IM
Gitter.im made it possible for the team to communicate and coordinate (see 5.3.1.1). With

the text messages and Gitter.im the team was able to communicate through out the course of
the project. A team member could leave messages to the rest of the team at any given time.
Since Gitter.im was accessible from the mobile phone it was possible for team members that
were not able to sit in front of the computer to participate in the conversations and avoid the
project to loose momentum by being able to respond quicker.

Gitter.im was limited in the sense of handling a lot of communication at the same time
effectively, however it played an important role regarding communication during the entire
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project. Some questions were better to just send in a text message for a quick answer instead
of starting up the video conference where the conversation could end up taking time by
talking about other things (see 5.7.3.1). 

Another great feature of Gitter.im was the chat history. Every message written in the chat
room was stored and visible in the chat room which made it a great resource when it came to
go back and look for some specific information posted previously. It became a place where
we could share commands and data needed for all the members of the team.

Gitter.im  was  a  big  part  of  the  communication  which  plays  an  important  role  in  a
distributed team (see 4.1).

6.3.1.2 GOOGLE HANGOUT
Google Hangout was introduced during the planning phase of the project (see 5.3.1.2). The

need  of  a  more  efficient  communication  method  drove  the  team  to  implement  video
conference with Google Hangout. 

Instantly the team started to collaborate and coordinate the the project and the work load
more effectively as confirmed by the interview (see 5.7.3.2). It did not seem like there were
any limitations in the communications with Google Hangout. The team started to bond and
build trust which made people open up and speak more freely. The increase in trust with the
use of Google Hangout was confirmed by the interview with the team (see 5.7.1). Ultimately
it was more fun to work together. When video conference was introduced it was the first
time that it felt like we were a team together and we had a common goal that had to be
completed. Video conference really helped the team to become a effective team and the trust
increase was confirmed to work just as the social study “Daytrader” (see 4.1.1).

Google Hangout was very easy to use. The team members would just enter the room and
the conference was initialized. When a team member would talk his video would become
larger on the rest  of  the teams screens making it  easier  to follow the conversation as to
follow the person who was speaking.

6.3.2 KANBAN
Each task was documented and broken down into smaller and more manageable tasks (see

5.3.2.2 and 5.3.3.1). The tasks were broken down to the level of how they needed to be
implemented and if they would need to provide a interface for other parts of the system.

It is impossible to hold everything in your head and when there are more than just one
person involved in the team it is important to keep the whole team informed with the project.
When ever a team member completed something or had a comment regarding a specific part
of the system the whole team needed a way to be informed on changes in the project and to
have  a  place  where  that  information  could  be  found  as  observed  (see  5.3.3.1).  It  was
important for the team in order to stay on track and organized with the project.  Kanban
would help the team very well with those problems (see 4.3.1). It was observed (see 5.3.3.1)
that the team needed a system to display the different tasks of the project, the status of those
tasks and who was working on what. That is exactly what Kanban solves (see 4.3.1). 

When the team introduced Trello and with the project broken down in smaller tasks on
cards  on  the  virtual  Kanban  board  it  was  observed  (see  5.3.3.1)  that  there  were
improvements in the workflow that correlates with the literature (see 4.3.1). The workflow
increased  as  the  team were able  to  self-organize  (see  4.2.3)  and and quickly adapt  and
incorporate changes to the project by the client (see 4.3.1).

6.3.2.1 TRELLO
In Trello the team organized the work in columns of “to do”, “doing” and “done” for the

different parts of the front-end, back-end and the servers. For each smaller part of the system
the team members created a card to represent the specific task. The card stated what task it
represented  in  the  project.  The  card  described  how  the  specific  task  was  going  to  be
implemented and if there were any interfaces that needed to be exposed and made available
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for the rest of the project regardless of if it has been implemented yet. It was easy to see who
worked on what and when a task was done (see 5.7.3.3). Therefor the team could avoid the
risk of double work. With this very successful system in place the team could progress and
continue  to  work  without  waiting  for  the  dependencies  to  be  completed  by  the  other
members of the team. Trello was the tool that overcame the obstacles observed (see 5.3.3.1)
by providing the team with a web based Kanban board (see 4.3.1).

By  now  the  team  was  working  very  agile.  The  team  members  could  comment  and
collaborate on the different cards that other team members created and together the team
would lift the project and it would progress very rapidly. It became evident that the team had
overcome the obstacles and become a self-organizing team that worked very agile (see 4.2.2)
with  increments  and also  iterations  throughout  the  project  (see  4.2.4)  and  the  ability  to
respond  quickly  to  changes  as  observed  (see  5.3.3.1).  Since  the  team  worked  with  a
functional product as the project went through every increment it was very easy to keep the
client  informed and provide the client  the ability to respond quicker with feedback.  The
feedback was quickly received and added to the development plan in Trello and the team
adjusted quickly to the changes in a agile way (see 4.2.2).

It was very clear when observing the team that everyone felt very comfortable and very
much  in  control  when  Trello  was  implemented  in  the  team.  The  team  worked  very
systematically, with great confidence in the product and the confidence that the deadline was
on target.

6.3.3 VERSION CONTROL
As the team planned the project it became clear for the team, that in order to collaborate

and share the source code in a organized and controlled way, they would need to introduce a
version  control  system  (see  5.3.3.2).  That  was  very  much  the  same  reason  why  Linus
Torvald  created  Git  in  order  to  overcome  some  of  the  obstacles  related  to  distributed
development (see 4.3.2). 

During that observation (see 5.3.3.2) the team was looking for a system where the team
would be able to develop and share their code simultaneously within the team. In order to
have  control  over  the  changes  to  the  code  the  team  would  need  a  system  that  could
organizing the changes in commits and keep track on who made what changes. The team
came to the conclusion that introducing Git as version control and GitHub for the remote
repository was the solution to the problem.

Git  does  exactly  what  the  team  was  looking  for.  By  overcoming  the  problem  that
distributed software development teams face when developing simultaneously in a repository
from multiple locations (see 4.3.2). By giving the team the ability to develop and track their
code in different branches each team member could work locally and keep track on all the
changes to the code (see 4.3.2). When a team member would complete a task in their own
branch the team member would then merge that branch into master and push it, upload it, to
the remote repository.  Once the code was pushed to the repository it  would instantly be
available to the rest of the team.

Observations made by the author of this report (see 5.3.3.2) proved that this overcame the
obstacle for the team by providing the tools needed for the team to succeed. It also gave the
team a sense of confidence that the team had full control over the source code.
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7 CONCLUSION

There  are  obstacles  that  were  observed,  that  a  self-organizing  distributed  team  must
overcome  in  order  to  coordinate  and  collaborate  effectively  as  a  agile  team.  With  a
environment in place that covers the needs of the team, it is possible to overcome those
obstacles and become a self-organizing distributed team that may be very competitive on a
international market. This was both observed and also confirmed by the literature review.

With  the  proper  communication  methods  in  place,  it  is  possible  for  a  self-organizing
distributed  team  to  overcome  the  obstacle  of  communication  and  communicate  just  as
effective as face-to-face meetings. However it would take a longer time to build trust and
maintain  the  trust  compared  to  face-to-face  communications.  The  team  was  observed
communicating very effectively using video conferences and  the literature review came to a
conclusion in the Daytrader game that communication with video performed just as good as
face-to-face even though it took longer time to build up the trust.

Tools to help organizing the different tasks such as Trello, a Kanban board, and Git for
version  control  the  source  code  are  very  important  tools  that  were  observed  aiding  the
distributed team as they collaborated more effectively as a distributed self-organizing team.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS REVISITED
The work in this report is based on three questions. 

What type of communications methods are needed in a distributed self-organizing team
of three members?

Communication methods such as video conference enables the team to coordinate and
collaborate much more effectively compared to regular text messages as observed during the
project. Literature review shows that video conference performs just as good as face-to face
meetings which means that it is possible to overcome the obstacle of communication when it
comes to distributed teams. Therefor in order to function effectively as a self-organizing
team it is important to have effective communication such as video conference in order to
share information at a faster and more effective way. While improving the trust in the team
at the same time. 

Google Hangout as a video conference tool enabled the team to coordinate and collaborate
more effectively.  With the use of video conference the trust  level  increased much faster
compared to with the use of Gitter.im and text messages.

Text messages using Gitter.im are also great for short and quick questions where there is
no need for a deeper discussion.

What processes and methods are appropriate to use for a distributed self-organizing 
team of three members?

It is important for a team to have the proper work environment in place in order to become
a self-organizing distributed team. 

Observations showed that the team would need communication in place, they would need
to coordinate using the agile method in order to become a self-organizing team. Coordination
can happen through communications but also through cognitive factors that influences the
coordination  such  as  the  use  of  a  virtual  Kanban  board  as  observed  and  confirmed  by
literature review.

Incremental  and  iterative  development  was  observed  to  be  helpful  when  it  came  to
coordinating and planning the project.  With smaller  increments and weekly deliveries,  it
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becomes easier for the team to collaborate and distribute the work among the team as it is
being develop at different times. 

What type of tools can assist a  distributed self-organizing team of three members with 
their work?

The virtual Kanban board holds the project plan and monitors the progress of the project.
This was observed as a vital part in the coordination of the project and became the heart of
the project. Trello was observed by the author and confirmed by the interview with the team
aiding the team with cognitive influences in regards of the coordination as the literature
review stated.

Version control system is needed in order to keep track on the source code. Git was used
for version control and GitHub as a remote repository to do just that. Git and GitHub took
care of the teams need for version control and a remote repository.

These tools was observed by the author of this report as they improved the teams ability to
coordinate and collaborate on the project. The tools introduced into the project solved the
obstacles and did what the literature review stated.
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9 Appendix A - Interview with all the team members

TEAM MEMBER ONE
Questions Answers

Was communication important for the 
project? If so why?

Yes, communication was important as in all 
projects. The communication was the basis 
for distributing the work between us and 
ultimately bringing the parts together into a 
product we could deliver to the client.

What was your experience of text messages 
using Gitter.im during the project?

Gitter was our main tools for communication
and I think the chat filled that function well. 
Most of our basic questions/problems could 
be dealt with through Gitter.

What was your experience of video 
conference using Google Hangout during the
project?

A chat may be helpful to quickly check 
something or update others what has 
happened. But with the video conference and
Hangout, another opportunity is given for 
discussion and to move on with issues and 
decisions that need to be taken. These two 
forms complement each other well and I 
think Hangout was important for our ability 
to communicate during the project.

What was the benefits of using video 
conference compared to text messages?

As mentioned in the question above, video 
conference and Hangout give you another 
opportunity for discussion and to move on 
with problems and decisions that need to be 
taken. While the chat is good for taking 
decisions and updates in between which are 
more of a casual nature. Both forms are 
needed.

Did video conference contribute to team 
building? If so in what way?

Absolutely. It's only in a conversation that 
you will get to know each other a bit better 
and contribute to team building. Of course, 
that is an important factor in being able to 
cooperate in a good way.

Did the trust level in the team increase faster 
using Google Hangout, compared to text 
messages alone?

It's an interesting question and after thinking 
about for a while, I think that video 
conferences most certainly helped increase 
the teams trust level. Although a chat is good
in many ways, it can not replace the 
conversation when it comes to this.

When did you feel that the team started to 
work and coordinate effectively together as a
team?

I think it ddn't take long to find a 
collaboration. I would say that already after 
the first video conference the group was a 
coordinated team that knew what was 
required and an idea of how to get there.

What was your experience of kanban board 
using Trello during the project?

Trello was a good addition. It gave another 
layer of communication opportunities as a 
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link between the chat and video conferences 
in such a way that it clarified the parts and 
the breakdown of the code.

How did Trello, the Kanban board, benefit 
the team and the project?

It clarified the parts and the breakdown of 
the code and could concretise what was said 
in both the chat and during the video 
conferences.

How did Trello, the kanban board contribute 
to the coordination of the project?

It clarified the parts and the breakdown of 
the code and could concretise what was said 
in both the chat and during the video 
conferences.
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TEAM MEMBER TWO
Questions Answers

Was communication important for the 
project? If so why?

Yes, communication was very important for 
the projects outcome beacause the team had 
not worked togheter previously. 

What was your experience of text messages 
using Gitter.im during the project?

I felt that Gitter was a good way of 
convaying short messages that was not time 
sensetive like sharing links, booking 
appointments and so on.

What was your experience of video 
conference using Google Hangout during the
project?

I thought the video conferences was a crucial
part to discuss topics that required more in 
depth thinking and planning.

What was the benefits of using video 
conference compared to text messages?

The video conferences offered more flexible 
communication and worked alot better for 
more complex issues. Text can be a great 
medium for shorter messages.

Did video conference contribute to team 
building? If so in what way?

Yes i think it did. It's alot easier to 
understand subtleties when you can hear the 
tone of voice and can look at the person that 
is speaking. This made it so that we opened 
up more then we did previously when using 
only gitter.

Did the trust level in the team increase faster 
using Google Hangout, compared to text 
messages alone?

Yes, i think it did. For the same reasons it 
helped the team building.

When did you feel that the team started to 
work and coordinate effectively together as a
team?

I think we started to work effectively when 
we started having video conferences 
regularly. That allowed for the discussion to 
flow more freely and issues was resolved 
faster then when only using gitter

What was your experience of kanban board 
using Trello during the project?

I feel that it was a good complement to git 
and github and made it easy to see what 
taskes had to be done, what was beeing 
worked on and what was finnished. 

How did Trello, the Kanban board, benefit 
the team and the project?

I think that it made it easier to collaborate on
features since it was easy to follow progress 
and read the commoents from the other 
developers on potential issues that they 
where struggeling with. It also provided a 
good sense on how well we project was 
progressing as a whole. 

How did Trello, the kanban board contribute 
to the coordination of the project?

I think that it did since it was very easy to 
grab a task that had to be done. This also 
made sure that we didn't work on the same 
tasks and made duplicated work.
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Team member three
Questions Answers

Was communication important for the 
project? If so why?

Yes! Without communication there would be
no collaboration and the project would not 
progress with organizing and distributing the
work within the team.

What was your experience of text messages 
using Gitter.im during the project?

Gitter.im enabled the team to send quick 
messages to all the members of the team. As 
soon as communication increased it became 
hard to follow the conversations. It was used 
for the basic questions and communication.

What was your experience of video 
conference using Google Hangout during the
project?

The team started to collaborate more 
effectively. The communication increased 
and the team would discuss and plan the 
project much more effectively.

What was the benefits of using video 
conference compared to text messages?

A lot more information could be 
communicated using video conference. It 
was much easier to follow the conversations 
in the video conference.

Did video conference contribute to team 
building? If so in what way?

Yes, the team started to collaborate and open
up more and activated everyone in the 
discussions. Video conference enabled the 
team to start bonding more.

Did the trust level in the team increase faster 
using Google Hangout, compared to text 
messages alone?

Yes. it was easier to build trust when you see
the people you are talking to and then getting
to know each other.

When did you feel that the team started to 
work and coordinate effectively together as a
team?

As soon as the video conference was 
introduced. Then the collaboration and 
productivity increased.

What was your experience of kanban board 
using Trello during the project?

It was a great tool that organized the team 
and gave the team the ability to get a good 
overview of the project and the different 
tasks.

How did Trello, the Kanban board, benefit 
the team and the project?

It gave the team an overview of the project 
and all the different parts. Also everyone was
able to see who was working on what to 
avoid everyone working on the same part of 
the project.

How did Trello, the kanban board contribute 
to the coordination of the project?

It was the center of the project. All the tasks 
were organized and it was easy to see what 
needed to be done and how it was going to 
be done. By picking a task, the rest of the 
team was informed that someone was 
working on that task. It was easy to 
distribute the project and pick a task to work 
on and then inform when it was completed.
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